
A strategic tile-laying game for 1 or 2 players 
ages 14 and up.
 

Build a diverse and danger-filled dungeon, scoring points 
based on creatures, puzzles, traps, and more. The 
dungeon maker who builds the best dungeon, by scoring 
the most Dungeon Points, wins the Warlock’s favor, and 
the game.

94 Cards (2.5” x 2.5”):
• 72 Dungeon Tile Cards
• 2 Action Selection Cards
• 2 Player Aid Cards
• 2 Scoring Aid Cards
• 2 Starting Tiles Cards
• 6 Block Tile Cards
• 4 Iron Golem Solo Cards
• 4 Dungon Master Cards
Other Components:
• 5 Green Minion Meeples
• 5 Purple Minion Meeples

COMPONENTS
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GAME SETUP
Each player takes 1 of  each of  the Action, Turn 
Sequence, Scoring Aid, and Starting Cards. Each player 
takes 3 Block Tiles. Each player takes 5 Minions of  their 
color. Each player puts their Starting Dungeon Tile in 
front of  them as the beginning (and Center) of  their 
dungeon. Leave enough space around the tile to allow 2 
tiles to be placed in any direction. Place the Action Card 
in front of  each player with the single image side face up 
with the offset black triangle at the top. Set the other 
cards given to the side for the players to refer to or use 
as required in the game. 
Shuffle the 72 Dungeon Tiles, then split them into three 
face-up stacks between the players dungeons.
All other components are placed into the game box 
(Iron Golem cards are for solo play only, and Dungeon 
Master cards are a game add-on for future games).
Players must track their scores throughout the game.
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OVERVIEW AND GOAL OF THE GAME

Players take turns selecting and laying new dungeon 
tiles, or taking special actions such as placing a Minion 
meeple or putting a Block tile in an opponent’s 
dungeon. Over time each player will develop a dungeon 
of  tunnels and chambers full of  treasure, encounters, 
traps, and more. Each tile, icon, and meeple placed 
will have some kind of  impact on a players Dungeon 
Points during, or at the end of  the game. The game will 
end when either one player lays their 25th tile, filling in 
their 5x5 grid of  dungeon tiles, OR when both players 
consecutively must lay a tile but cannot due to dungeon 
tile placement rules. The winner is the player with the 
most Dungeon Points (DPs).

GAMEPLAY
Each turn you choose one available action on your 
Action Tile. Your available choices will vary depending 
on what side of  the tile is face up, and what position 
your tile is in. Each players tile beings on the single 
action side, with the raised square positioned on top.

An easy way to remember your 
action choices is “left, right, and 
center.” You cannot choose the 
top or bottom actions.
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TAKING ACTIONS
When your Action Tile has the single icon side up, 
your only action choice is to Place a Tile, then end 
your turn by flipping the card (flip side to side, not top 
to bottom). If  you cannot perform this action following 
the tile placement rules, your turn ends and you flip 
the action card over.

When your Action Card has the multiple icons side up, 
your action choices vary. You may choose one of  the 
following:
• Place a Tile (the center option) allows you to 

Place a Tile using the same rules as the top of  this 
page. This does not rotate your Action Card. 

• Rotate your Action Card 90 degrees to the left 
or the right, so that the action you would like to 
perform moves to the top of  the card. You cannot 
rotate more than 90 degrees, and you cannot 
choose the icon that was already at the top of  the 
tile. 

• Once you perform an action your turn             
ends and you flip the tile over.

This Player Aid reminds you of  what each 
action card icon represents. 4



ACTION DESCRIPTIONS
PLACE A TILE
Choose one of  the 3 Dungeon Tile cards displayed 
on the top of  the Dungeon Stacks to place into your 
dungeon. Do not pick up the tile until you are certain of  
your choice, as it cannot be changed afterwards. Once 
chosen, you must immediately place the tile adjacent to 
another tile within your dungeon, you may rotate the 
tile in any direction before you do.

TILE PLACEMENT RULES
Each Dungeon Tile has 4 sides. If  the side of  a Dungeon 
Tile has a pathway, it must be matched up with another 
pathway when it is placed. If  a tile cannot be positioned 
in such a way that all of  its pathways can be attached 
to other pathways (or open space), then a tile cannot 
be placed this turn. Each tile placed must connect to 
previously placed tiles on at least one side. These tiles 
must be placed in a virtual 5x5 grid, with the Starting 
Tile at the center. Tiles cannot be played outside of  this 
grid, however pathways can lead outside of  this grid 
(although this leaves an opening for an opponent to 
place a Minion in your dungeon).
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EXAMPLE
In the dungeon above there are only a few options 
available to place a tile into. Any of  the 3 tiles 
showing could fit into the dungeon, but only into the 
3 blue squares. This is because there are pathways 
leading to those areas of  the dungeon.
Sections in white are not available to place a tile 
in, unless it was a Chasm (C) tile, as those do not 
require a pathway to place it adjacent to another 
tile.
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ACTION DESCRIPTIONS
PLACE A MINION
If  you have a Minion in your supply, you may place a 
Minion onto any tile in your dungeon that does not have 
a Minion on it, with the exception of  a Chasm (Z) tile.

Alternatively, if  your opponent has a pathway leading out 
of  their 5x5 dungeon that does not have a Minion on it, 
you may place one of  your Minions into their dungeon.

EXAMPLE
If  this is your dungeon, you could place a Minion on any tile 
except for the Chasm tile on the bottom left.
If  this is your opponent’s dungeon, you could place a Minion 
on the tile on the bottom, as it has a pathway leading out of  
their 5x5 dungeon grid. 7



ACTION DESCRIPTIONS
MOVE A MINION
If  you have a Minion in your dungeon, you may use 
this action to move the Minion through any number of  
Tunnel (T) or Maze (M) tiles until they reach another tile 
type. You gain 1 Dungeon Point for each tile the Minion 
touches.
A Minion can only travel through pathways, it cannot 
move through or on a tile that contains another Minion, 
and it cannot move onto a Chasm (Z) or Block (B) tile.
At the end of  your turn, if  your Minion is on a tile 
adjacent to a Block (B) tile, or a tile that contains an 
opponent’s Minion, you may remove the Minion you 
moved from the game, and remove the Block tile or the 
opponent’s Minion from the game. You may not remove 
more than one Block or Minion each turn.

“MOVE A MINION” DUNGEON POINTS
There is no limit to how many tiles a Minion can 
move, but it can only touch each tile one time. 
Placing long sequences of  Tunnel and Maze tiles 
can allow you to accrue extra Dungeon Points this 
way.
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EXAMPLE
In this example you are the Green Minions. If  you take the 
Move a Minion action you have a few choices.
A- Move through 3 Tunnel (T) tiles, ending on another 
Tunnel tile. Earn 4 DPs. At the end of  the turn you can 
remove your Minion from the game to remove the Block 
(B) tile from the game.
B- Move through 2 Tunnel (T) tiles, ending on a Water (X) 
tile. Earn 3 DPs.
C- Move through 2 Tunnel (T) tiles, ending on a Maze (M) 
tile. Earn 3 DPs. At the end of  the turn you can remove 
your Minion from the game to remove the Red Minion 
from the game. 9



ACTION DESCRIPTIONS
SWAP A TILE
This action allows you to remove any 1 tile from your 
dungeon, with the exception of  Block (B) tiles and your 
Starter Tile. The removed tile must be immediately 
replaced by a tile from the top of  one of  the 3 Dungeon 
Stacks. You must ensure the new tile still meets the 
Tile Placement Rules, otherwise the swap cannot be 
completed.
If  you remove a tile that has a Minion on it, the Minion is 
placed onto the tile that replaces it. A tile with a Minion 
on it cannot be swapped with a Chasm tile, unless you 
choose to remove that Minion from the game (this 
applies to opponent’s Minions as well).
A tile that is placed in your dungeon as a result of  
a Swap a Tile action is treated as though it was just 
played, allowing you to gain points if  eligible (such as a 
Water (X) tile, a Stair icon, or other ways that acquire 
immediate points).

MINION DUNGEON POINTS
Minions of  your color that are in your dungeon 
at the end of  the game are worth 3 points each. 
They can earn additional points if  they are on Chamber 
(C) or Maze (M) tiles at the end of  the game. Minions of  
an opponent’s color that are in your dungeon at the end 
of  the game will cause you to lose 5 points each.
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Dungeon Stacks

EXAMPLE
In this example this player could swap out tile A, B, C, or D with 
the top tile of  a Dungeon Stack.
Tile A could be swapped out with tile 1, 2, or 3. If  tile 3 was 
chosen, they would have to remove their Minion from the game 
as its a Chasm (Z) tile. If  tile 1 were chosen the player would 
earn 3 DPs (Puzzle tiles earn 2 DPs plus 1 DP for adjacent 
Puzzle tile).
Tile B could be swapped out with tile 2 and 3. Tile 1 cannot 
be chosen as it cannot connect to the 3 pathways adjacent to 
where it must be placed.
Tile C and D could be swapped out with tile 2 and 3. Tile 
1 cannot be chosen as it cannot connect to both adjacent 
pathways for either tile.
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ACTION DESCRIPTIONS
PLACE A BLOCK
or MOVE A TILE
This action has 2 options, you may only pick 1 of  them.

Place a Block allows you to take 1 of  the 3 Block 
tiles that you start the game with, and place it in an 
opponent’s dungeon adjacent to any tile. The Block 
must connect to at least 1 pathway. The blocks cannot 
be moved or swapped, remaining in your opponent’s 
dungeon until the end of  the game unless they remove it 
with one of  their Minions.

BLOCK TILE DUNGEON POINTS
Players lose 2 Dungeon Points at the end 
of  the game for each Block tile in their 
dungeon. Not only that, during the game 
it makes it more difficult to place tiles, and 
move Minions. Do not underestimate the 
benefit of  removing Block tiles.
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Move a Tile allows you to choose any tile in your 
dungeon (except the Starter Tile and Block Tiles), and 
move it somewhere else in your dungeon. When you 
move it you may rotate the tile in any direction. You 
cannot move a tile that would cause any part of  your 
dungeon to become unconnected by pathways, and the 
moved tile’s new location must follow Tile Placement 
Rules.
Moving a Tile does not score Dungeon Points like 
Placing/Swapping a tile does, as the tile is already in your 
dungeon.
Each time you use the Move a Tile action you gain 1 
Dungeon Point. If  you move a Puzzle (P) or Maze (M) 
tile, you gain an additional point.

BENEFITS of MOVING a TILE
Gaining 1 or 2 points for this action is helpful, but will 
not help win the game on its own. Moving a tile with 
only one or two pathways to a better location can be 
helpful, as can moving tunnels adjacent to one another 
to create longer pathways for the Move a Minion 
action. There are times when you just need to use an 
action to rotate your tile so that you can use a “Place a 
Minion” or “Move a Minion” action on a later turn. 
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TILE TYPES
There are several types of  tiles in the game, each 
providing different scoring options or other benefits in 
the game. Choosing what to take, how to place it, and 
how to maximize their routes and scoring opportunities 
are important to winning the game. Each tile is marked 
with a letter in the bottom right corner, this can help if  
there is any doubt on what type of  tile it is.

TUNNEL TILE (T)
Tunnels have a brown colored edging along 
their pathways. These tiles always have a 
bonus scoring icon. Sending your Minions 
through tunnels can score you additional 
Dungeon Points during the game.

CHAMBER TILE (C)
Chambers tiles have a grey colored 
edging along their pathways and chamber 
walls. These tiles always have a bonus 
scoring icon. If  one of  your Minion is on a 
Chamber Tile in your Dungeon at the end 
of  the game, you score 1 Dungeon Point 
for that tile.
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MAZE TILE (M)
Maze tiles have a brown colored edging 
along their pathways, as they count as 
Tunnels when moving Minions. When a 
Maze tile is placed into your dungeon, 
earn 1 point immediately. If  you use the 
Move a Tile action with a Maze tile, earn 1 
additional point. If  one of  your Minions is 
on a Maze tile in your Dungeon at the end 
of  the game, you score 2 Dungeon Points 
for that tile.

WATER TILE (X)
Water tiles have a brown colored edging 
along their pathways and a blue colored 
edging in the water. When this is placed 
into your dungeon, immediately earn 1 
Dungeon Point for each Water tile in your 
dungeon, including this one.

PUZZLE CHAMBER TILE (P)
Puzzle Chambers have a red colored 
edging along their pathways. This tile is 
worth 2 Dungeon Points when placed, 
plus an additional Dungeon Point for each 
pathway connecting to another Puzzle Tile. 
If  you Move a Puzzle tile, earn 1 additional 
Dungeon Point.
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CHASM TILE (Z)
These tiles may be placed anywhere in 
your Dungeon adjacent to another tile. It 
does not have to connect with a pathway. 
Chasm Tiles earn 1 Dungeon Point for 
each pathway leading into it at the end of  
the game. Minions cannot be placed onto 
or travel through a Chasm tile.

BLOCK TILE (B)
Block tiles are not in the Dungeon Stacks, 
they can only be placed if  a player uses the 
Place a Block action. Each player begins 
the game with 3 Block tiles. If  a Block tile 
is removed by a Minion it is removed from 
the game, not returned to the player who 
placed it. Players lose 2 Dungeon Points for 
each Block tile in their dungeon at the end 
of  the game.
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ICONS TYPES
Icons can be found on Tunnel (T) tiles and Chamber (C) 
tiles. These icons provide Dungeon Points in a variety of  
ways, as described below.

TREASURE CHESTS
For each Treasure Chest in your dungeon at 
the end of  the game you earn 1 point. If  you 
have the MOST treasure chests at the end of  
the game, you earn an additional 5 points. If  
players are tied for first, each tied player gains 
3 points.

STAIRS
Stairwells earn 1 point immediately when 
placed. They have no value at the end of  the 
game.

ENCOUNTER ICONS
There are 3 encounter types, a Minotaur, 
a Cave Crab, and an Cyclobat. For each 
encounter icon in your dungeon at the end 
of  the game you earn 2 points. For each pair 
of  encounter types in your dungeon, earn 1 
additional point (ex, if  you have 2 Minotaurs 
in your dungeon at the end of  the game you 
would gain 4 points plus 1 point for the pair).
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TRAP ICONS
There are 5 trap types, Collapse, Spikes, 
Gargoyle, Pit, and Ball. Trap Icons are worth 
points for each “set” at the end of  the 
game depending on how many are in your 
Dungeon. You may have multiple sets, but 
each tiles icon may only be counted in a 
single set.

1= 1 DP   2= 3 DPs   
3= 7 DPs   4= 15 DPs   

5= 21 DPs

GAME END & FINAL SCORING

After all of  your careful planning, choosing, and placing, 
your game of  Dungeon Makers will come to an end. 
The game ends when a player fills in all tile sections of  
their 5x5 dungeon grid, or when both players must pass 
their turn consecutively during a Place a Tile action. In 
some games players may not have an equal number of  
turns, but thats just how some games work out. Once 
the game has ended, proceed to scoring the game.
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Follow this sequence to complete final scoring:
• Gain DPs for any Minions in your dungeon that 

are on Chamber or Maze tiles.
• Gain DPs for pathways that lead to Chasm tiles.
• Deduct 2 DPs for each Block tile in your 

dungeon.
• Gain 3 DPs for each of  your Minions in your 

dungeon, and lose 5 DPs for each opponent’s 
Minions in your dungeon.

• Gain 1 DP for each Treasure Chest icon in your 
dungeon. If  you have the most Treasure Chest 
icons, earn an additional 5 DPs.

• Gain 2 DPs for each Encounter icon in your 
dungeon. Gain 1 DP for each pair of  matching 
Encounter types.

• Gain DPs for each set of  Trap Icons in your 
dungeon.

• In the case of  a tie, the player with the most 
Minions plus Encounter Icons wins the game. If  
it is still a tie, add on Traps. If  it is still a tie, the 
game is a tie.

Use the Scoring Aid 
cards as reminders 
during the game, 
and for end of  game 
scoring. 19
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DUNGEON MASTER CARDS
The four Dungeon Master cards allow you to play with 
assymetrical abilities to add some variation to the game.
For a two player game, you can either randomly 
distribute one or two of  these cards to each player to 
utilize during the game.
For a Solo game, you can choose to play with any one 
of  the Dungeon Master cards to gain a slight advantage 
during the game.

IRON GOLEM CARDS
These cards are used to play a one player 
game against and artificial intelligence 
opponent.
Utilize the Solo Reference page to play 
this mode.
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